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Save the Environment! Those thee words ought to send chils down this industr' s spine. Most
of the people in this countr don t know what they re saving or who they re saving it from.

They ve blindly jumped on a big green train that's runing out of control in the wrong direction.
Remember the tent revivals of the 20' s? "Give me your money, I'll get you to heaven , no
questions asked" . Environmentalism is religion for the 90' s. You don t even have to get off the
couch. "Save the environment! Send in your dollars and we ll do the saving for you.

Advocacy groups drve the train and those dollars fud a huge multi-bilion dollar fear industr
based in Washington DC. Ninety percent of those dollars go to fud a huge political lobbying
effort, and to keep a thousand lawyers busy inventing ways to get your tax money to continue the
scam.

The train is loaded with doomsters. Vice President Gore, has described the US environmental
situation as "extremely grave - the worst crisis this countr has ever faced". Give me a break.
Americans don t die of pollution, pesticides and contaminated groundwater. They die of drugs
freeway shootings and street riots when some jerk gets stopped by the police. The worst crisis
we face is people in positions of power who squander our resources chasing shadows.

Senseless environmental laws and regulation don t save anything except the jobs of those who
enforce them. The costs are mind-boggling and if we don t slow it down it wil eventually

banlcpt this countr. And banlcpt countres don t have exemplary environmental records

(note the now defunct Soviet Union). Hungr people don t care about rats, rainforest and owls
unless they re the main course at dinner.

The media is on the train too, and also for money. They have a product to sell and ratigs are no
less than sales figures. A mother sobbing about pesticides on her kids food sells a lot better than
a dry scientist in a lab coat.

What about bureaucrats? Government funded boards , commissions, and paper shuffers. These
people can t get off the train. They need the myths of the past 30 years. If there were no
problems they wouldn t have a paycheck. They can t solve anything, they d put themselves out
of a job. They continually hunt for more problems to justify their rice bowl.
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And, you have the "fix-it" industr, all these companies and products that have evolved to fix all
our imagined environmental problems. They re feeding at the public trough too. They can
stop the myths, the trough would dry up.

Sadly, our universities are also on the train. It' s politically correct. Today universities compete
for grant money just like advocacy groups. They re lined up at the same troughs. If they stand
up and say there is no problem, how do they justify gettg a grant or research money to study it?

And the worst crime is that our children have been herded onto the train too. If you think today
environmental education is bad, just wait until these kids are old enough to teach! They ve been
brainwashed by teachers, by textbook and curiculum editors, by television, and by every other
medium through which they lear. Schools talk more about the environment than they do math
and science. Kids can t read, but they all know what' s bad for the environment.

How are we going to stop the train? We can t. We lost that opportity thirt years ago when it
first started movig. It' s built up too much momentum to stop it now. But, maybe we can
change it's direction. If! didn t have hope I wouldn t be doing what I'm doing.

I'm an activist. J know , when you hear that term you think of the green kind. Just so there is no
confusion, environmentalism is not ecology. Ecology is a science. Environmentalism is a social
disease. I'm an activist for high-yield agricultue. And this is an environmental issues education
program that primarily aims at teachers and students. It deals with the myths, junk science and
public perception that started the train in the first place and keep fueling it today.

I'd had enough about four years ago. For 30 years natural resource industres have been on
defense and we all know the fate of defensive teams. While we re running around defending

their latest accusation, they re busy startng the next one. They will never quit and we wil never
catch up. No matter what we do it will never be enough. Envionmentalism is not about saving
the earh or it's creatues. It' s about fear and control and money. The end result is social change
hidden behind a public cry for funds to save something.

Ifwe want to fix this mess we ll have to do it ourselves. Everyone else is on the train.

, if this is aimed at teachers and students, why am I here talking to a room full of potato
growers? Because, you need this program just as much as you need all the biotechnology,
research, and production information available at this conference. The worst problem you face is
not blight, it's public perception of what you do to the environment. And , if you don t change
that, all those other things won t make any difference anyway. You won t be faring.

The urban public, especially teachers, doesn t have anyting against agrculture. They teach
nutrtion, they know we all have to eat. They just don t know much about it. Their information
comes from the media and from classroom material that flows in from radical groups with huge
budgets (most of it paid for by taxpayer funds, of course).



How do. we change public perception? I use the same tactics they use, fear, fear of what will
happen if we do it their way.

To most kids saving the environment amounts to saving wildlife (all kids love animals) and the
rainforest, and picking up trash and hauling old tires out of streams. Agrculture can t do

anything about the last two but we are the only way to save wildlife and rainforest.

This planet's worst environmental problems are caused by povert in the Third World. That's
where the poorest people, with the fastest growing populations, live next to the richest deposits
of biodiversity. One Peruvian farmer clearing rainforest to feed his family, moving from patch to
patch as the soil is drained of nutrents, wil cut more kinds of trees than are native to all of
Europe. If there ' s no other way for him to make a living, the trees wil fall.

Cutting food production in the first world, as the advocacy groups promote with their low input
subsistence faring, hastens the demise of what they claim to be saving. A mother wil not
stand outside a protected game reserve and let her children starve. When the choice is your
children or the last tiger on earh, it' s tiger for dinner, and you ll cut down the last rainforest tree
to cook him too.

The only answer to saving the world' s biodiversity is ever higher yields. The Green Revolution
was not "only a food production miracle it has been-an environmental triumph. We have fed
trple the population and we have done it on the same amount of cropland. Yes , we might have a
few environmental problems but they are a thousand times less than they wil be in the Thrd
World if we leave these people to fend for themselves.

We don t need fewer pesticides , we need more. We don t need less fertilizer, we need more.
We don t need less food exports, we need more. Ever higher yields here are the only way to save
the world' s wildlife and wildlands.

With adults, whether it be teachers or the local Lions Club, I tr and change opinions. Simpleas
that. I don t talk about potatoes or chickens or wheat. I talk about cancer, and groundwater, and
dioxin, and food residue, and wildlife toxicity, and the fallacy of chasing pipe dreams like
organic production that couldn t even feed us today let alone in the next century.

Pesticide paranoia, the granddaddy of golden geese. The Alar scam brought in a half-milion the
first week. Tap Water Blues, the groundwater scam you re facing right here, is nothing but
another fundraising campaign to draw more funds for more studies and keep more people on the
public dole.

Bashed and battered DDT, the most life-saving pesticide ever made is stil the sponge for

milions in research dollars even though it's been banned for 30 years. The hypocrisy ofDDT is
that - if the same circumstances existed today, people would be marching on Washington to
demand it's use.



Prior to the coming of synthetic pesticides we depended on Mother Natue s poisons to control
disease carring insects. Used things like arsenic, mercury, fluorine and lead, all deadly toxins.
There were a zilion public health threats caused or transmitted by insects: tyhus, malaria
yellow fever, encephalitis, houseflies that spread dysentery and eye disease. People died of all
sorts of things. Lifespan was half what ours is now. People forgot the lessons of the past.

Cancer: the bogeyman of synthetic pesticides. It' s a scam folks. There has never, ever, been a
single case of human cancer caused by synthetic pesticides. Not one. Why do people think
pesticides cause cancer? Simply because they heard it. And we, especially our experts, do a
terrble job of communication. Cancer risk numbers are theoretical. They are only a hypothesis
that science says could happen. They ve never happened yet. But, science never says never
because you can t prove a negative. We can t prove that no one in the future wil ever get cancer
from pesticides any more than we can prove aliens won t land a space ship in this auditorium in
five minutes. There is always a chance and computers can carr out those probabilities to a

number so small you can t even fathom it. But all the public hears is the word "risk"

ve used synthetics for fift years. If they caused cancer wouldn' t cancer rates have gone up? .
They haven t. In fact, age-adjusted cancer rates for all cancers related to diet are going down
and have been for thirt years. Cancer of the stomach has dropped 75% and colon and rectal
cancer have gone down 65%. . Cancer rates in children have dropped by 60% since 1950 durig
the era of heavy. pesticide use. Plus, children born today in the US have a 20 yeadonger life
expectancy.

Contaminated groundwater: Same thing. The public reads about the "theoretical risk" every day
in the papers. What risk? The more we study it, the more the public hears about it, and the more
they hear the word risk. Never mind that my chances of winning the lottery are a thousand times
bigger than any risk they face in their water.

For example, nitrates. Big topic right now. The advocacy groups were losing ground on the
cancer issue so they came up with another scare. . The Basin papers are full of talk about nitrates
and every article. mentions .danger. I beg your pardon, just how many people have been hurt? . I
can t find any. Who decided that nitrates were dangerous. Public perception. It' s a phantom but
now the public assumes we have to get rid of them. At what cost? And to what level? Is every "
smidgen, every part per trllion dangerous. Absurd.

The only health risk from nitrates is blue baby syndrome (methemoglobinemia) and there hasn
been a death from that in this countr in 35 years. By comparison, about one person a year dies
from swallowing a toothpick. Toothpicks are 35 times more dangerous than nitrates. Blue baby
cases are traced to bacterial contamination like leaking septic tanks. And, blue baby has declined
in all countres, bar none, as the rate of fertilizer use has gone up. More fertilizer, more food, a
higher standard of living, more people case their wells and treat their water.

And residues on food! Mothers crying on TV because some reporter has told them there are
residues on their kids food. Residues are a bigger scam than groundwater. Everyone, farmers
included, assumes there are residues on our food.



Why do you think that? Can you see them, can you smell them, can you taste them? Of course
not, you just assume they re there because someone said they were. Does that actually mean
they re there? The public assumes organic produce is pesticide free (it isn t but that's another
story). Would it surrise you to learn that in 90% of the produce there is no difference in residue
between conventionally grown and organically grown. The only difference is public perception.

Well, what about accidental pesticide iniurv and, of course, the danger to farm workers? As for
accidental injury, pesticides ranked 41st down the list of things treated at hospital emergency
rooms. Even hot water causes thee times as many accidental injuries as pesticides.

And far workers, well I went hunting for all these people who face daily death in the fields.
Couldn' t find them. At most, Washington has had about four farm worker hospitalizations from
accidental pesticide exposure in the past four years. No deaths , there hasn t been a death in 25
years. An average of one hospitalization a year out of a work force of 50 000 is not only
significant. It' s slightly short of a miracle!

Well , what about all these stories in the press about far workers being exposed to drift or
smellng it in a field? Yes, they might get a whiff now and then but they don t get sick anymore
than you get sick when you smell bleach in your washing machine, or chlorie around a pool, or
tile-x in your shower. Why all the fuss and hullabaloo and people ruing to the hospital?
Advocacy groups have convinced these people (most of them poorly educated) that they are in
danger. Press coverage involves civic "do-gooders" in their push for political and social change.
It gets more people to jump on the train.

Human contact sometimes happens. It comes with the terrtory. What about all the other
occupations where people might be exposed to pesticides. How about doctors , nurses, hotel
maids, lifeguards, restaurant and food workers, housewives, and so on. It' s part of the job. You

sume the risk of exposure when you go to work just like you assume the risk of a car accident
every time you drive. Doctors always scrub with bactericides. If they don t want to, they find
another job. They know the chemicals are there. Farm workers can expect it as part of their job
too. Agriculture can see that the risk is minimal by providing equipment and training but they
can t eliminate the risk entirely. You can t legislate common sense.

But pesticides aren natural. So what? Name one thing today that has not been touched by
technology. Natual is simply a marketing scheme to separate you from your money. Who told
you natual is better? Well , the natural shampoo company, or the natual food company, of
course. They want to sell you more product. Reputable science doesn t promote natural
anything. Don t you vaccinate your kids? What about the thousands of medicines we take?
They aren t natural.

Is natural better? Ask the mothers of those kids who got sick from Ecoli in natural juice. That's
a perfect example of what happens when man turns his back on technology. We learned 100
years ago that pasteurization kills germs. Why on earth would a mother purposely buy
something that didn t make use of that lie-saving process.



This program needs help. It has mushroomed beyond my wildest dreams. There s a demand for
common sense. We re involved in a whole slate of teacher education programs: environmental
education workshops, science teacher workshops, vo-ag seminars, Ag in the Classroom

workshops , plus I'm training people in other states to do what we do.

We do student education too: farm fairs , science fairs, earth days and classroom programs.
Issues fit in any program, not just ag classes. Over the past 4 years we have taught over 3500
teachers and 25 000 students. Plus we now speak to all kinds of urban groups. I did nearly 100
presentations last year alone.

This is not a public program. We don t dispense brochures at county fairs, trade shows and
conventions. Our materials are too expensive to waste on people who just thow them away. We
don t even give them to teachers unless we ve had them in a class or seminar.

But materials and travel are expensive. And issues don t have a commission that I can go to for
help, nor is there any free material I can get. Most material on pesticides is put out by chemical
companies and the public , especially. teachers, doesn t believe it. I use research artcles and

purchased material put out by research institutions or articles that appear in magazines that they
consider credible. For example Smithsonian ran a two part series on risk and cancer last year
that's wonderful. It quotes many of my sources and reinforces much of what I say about cancer.

Both the Washington State Potato Commission and the Seed Potato Commission give me help
as do other commissions , several farm groups , agrbusinesses, some chemical companies, and
lots of individuals. Right now we are doing all we can with what funds we have. We cannot
expand without more fuding.

Before my time rus out I want to say something about Ag in the Classroom. That is a

completely separate program from this one but one that I work for too. It' s just one of outlets for
this issues program but it's an important one and it deserves your support too.

Ag in the Classroom sponsors teacher workshops. They do all the class logistics: finding a place
to hold them, recruiting teachers to take the classes, and working with the university to arrange
for credits.

But they don t necessarily do the teaching nor do they provide all the materials given to teachers.
Those are furnished by the presenters. Most presenters have a commission to buy their
materials. As I said before, I don

When you support AIC you help put on workshops. When you support this program you assure
that issues are taught as part of the class. Both need your help.


